Recent advances in computer and network technologies is achieving highly-distributed manufacturing systems (HDMSs) from the hardware point of view, where each facilities is computerized and manages itself autonomously by communicating with other facilities. Considering this hardware environment, a distributed method for flexible job-shop scheduling (FJS) was proposed, where machine selection based on a dispatching rule and driving of occurrence of events on facilities are performed by communication among facilities. In this method, only the simplest dispatching rules for machine selection and job selection were considered, and the obtained schedule may not be acceptable enough. It is desirable to enhance this method so that other rules can be utilized and various schedules are obtained. This paper deals with some other rules (LPT, LWKR, MWKR, EDD, NINQ) and provides a distributed FJS method for HDMSs based on those rules. Feasibility of the proposed method was proven by an example.
INTRODUCTION
Production scheduling is indispensable for sophisticated management and operation of manufacturing systems and has been an important topic of discussion in production research. Numerous researches have been conducted in various approach such as mathematical programming [1] , heuristic dispatching methods [2] , artificial intelligence [3] [4] [5] , Petri nets [6] , etc. Most of them deal with scheduling problems from the point of view of centralized systems, and methods developed in them require a model of the whole manufacturing system considered. To cope with diversified customers' needs, it has been desired to realize agile manufacturing which can adapt to change of situation flexibly and quickly. This requirement has driven development of distributed manufacturing systems where each production area is managed by a computer and the whole system is controlled by communications among the computers. In the area of production scheduling, distributed methods using auction mechanisms [7] , active databases [8] , mediator architecture [9] , tags and information on them [10] , message exchanges based on recursive propagation method [11] , etc. have been discussed. Recent advances in computer and network technologies are achieving highly-distributed manufacturing systems (HDMSs) from the hardware point of view, where each facility is computerized and manages itself autonomously by communicating with other facilities. This point has been discussed in the area of simulation. Existing simulators are not used in the operational stage of manufacturing systems due to large load in building simulation models [12] . Taking advantage of those hardware environments enables distributed discrete event simulation (DDES) where each facility has its own simulation sub-model and the whole simulation is performed by exchanging information about events generated in each of the submodels. DDES has a potential for being used in the operational stage, since it is not necessary to construct a model of the whole manufacturing system. Based on this expectation, a simple algorithm for priority sequencing concerning to events in the set of sub-models by communication among facilities has been developed [13] . This concept and algorithm can be applied to production scheduling based on simulation by dispatching rules, and distributed methods for flexible flow-shop scheduling [14] , job-shop scheduling [15] and flexible job-shop scheduling (FJS) [16] were proposed. Unlike conventional distributed methods, in principle, these methods do not require any agents which control other agents or manage information about them. In that FJS method, only the simplest dispatching rules for selecting a machine and a job were dealt with. The schedule generated by the method may not be acceptable enough. This paper describes enhancement of the distributed FJS method so that other dispatching rules can be taken into consideration and various schedules can be obtained.
MANUFACTURING SYSTEM TAKEN INTO
CONSIDERATION In this paper, the following manufacturing system is considered. It consists of an automated storage/retrieval system (AS/RS) and machining centers (MCs) with buffer of finite capacity as shown in Figure 1 . All jobs are initially stored in the AS/RS and then picked-up one-by-one. The job picked-up is passed to an MC if its buffer is not full and then stored in it. An idle MC picks up a job stored in its buffer if any and starts the required operation. When the operation is completed, the job is passed to an MC if its buffer is not full. If the buffers of all MCs which can perform the next operation of the job are full, the job is passed to the AS/RS temporarily. A job is finally passed to the AS/RS when its last operation is finished. The production is completed when all jobs have been arrived at the AS/RS after undergoing their last operations. In this production scenario, it is necessary to perform two kind of selections: One is job selection for determining a job that is stored in the buffer of an MC and undergoes the next operation by it. The other is machine selection for determining an MC that performs the next operation of a job. A production schedule is generated by driving occurrence of events on each facility with performing these selections according to pre-given dispatching rules. The previous distributed FJS method [16] adopted the following rules for these selections: Job selection was performed by the shortest processing time (SPT) rule by which highest priority is given to the waiting job with the shortest imminent operation time. Machine selection was performed by the PT rule [17] by which highest priority is given to the MC with the highest performance. The distributed FJS method was developed by applying the sequencing algorithm proposed for DDES for HDMSs [13] to driving occurrence of events and performing machine selection based on the PT rule. Figure 2 shows an example of priority sequencing of 4 agents. Ti stands for the occurrence time of an event on agent Ai or the required time for the operation of a job processed by agent Ai. Oi is the priority value of the agent and has been initialized to 1 which means the highest priority. Each agent then broadcasts Ti. When A1 broadcasts T1, agents A3 and A4 lower their priority by increasing O3 and O4 by 1 because T3 and T4 are larger than T1, but A2 does not change its priority value O2 because T2 is smaller than T1. The same processes are performed for the notification by A2, A3 and A4. The priority values eventually become {O1,O2,O3,O4}={2,1,4,3}, which is the correct sequence, by message exchanges. Note that this result does not depend on the order of broadcasting. As shown in this example, priority sequencing of events and facilities can be achieved by message exchanges among facilities. The distributed method of FJS for HDMSs was developed by defining processing flows of AS/RS and MCs based on this mechanism. The performance of the schedule obtained depends on the utilized rules. Because the previous method uses the simplest ones, the obtained schedule may not be acceptable enough. In addition, it is desirable to obtain several schedules so that the planner can choose a good one. For this reason, it is necessary to develop a distributed FJS method based on other dispatching rules. Figure 2 . Priority sequencing algorithm [16] .
ENHANCEMENT OF THE DISTRIBUTED FLEXIBLE JOB-SHOP SCHEDULING METHOD FOR HIGHLY-DISTRIBUTED MANUFACTURING SYSTEMS
This section describes enhancement of the distributed method of FJS for HDMSs by application of various dispatching rules for job selection and machine selection. Basic concept of application of those rules to the distributed method is described, and then the enhanced method is provided.
Application of various dispatching rules to the distributed FJS method
This subsection describes basic concepts of application of various dispatching rules to the distributed FJS method. This research deals with 4 rules (LPT, LWKR, MWKR and EDD) for job selection and 1 rule (NINQ) for machine selection. It is basically possible to incorporate these rules into the method as follows.
The longest processing time (LPT) rule In this rule, highest priority is given to the waiting job with the longest imminent operation time. This is just the inverse version of the SPT rule adopted in the previous method and does not require any information about other facilities. Thefore, it is possible to apply this rule without any structural change of the processing flows just by making each facility choose the job with the longest imminent operation time.
The least work remaining (LWKR) rule
In this rule, highest priority is given to the waiting job having the least amount of total processing time remaining to be done. In order to calculate total processing time remaining, it is necessary that each MC has information about performance of other MCs in advance. This problem can be solved by initially making each MC broadcast the information about its performance about each operation and store the information included in messages sent from other MCs. To calculate total processing time remaining, it is also necessary that assignment of all remaining operations of a job to MCs have been completed. However, this is impossible because assignment of later operations are executed after the job selection. For this reason, average value of required processing times of all possible MCs is used for each later operation instead of the actual value.
The most work remaining (MWKR) rule In this rule, highest priority is given to the waiting job having the most total processing time remaining to be done. Because this is just the inverse version of the LWKR rule, the same solutions as the LWKR rule are taken.
The earliest due date (EDD) rule
In this rule, highest priority is given to the waiting job with the earliest due date. It is necessary that the MC performing job selection knows the due date of waiting jobs in its buffer. This is achieved by including information about the due date in messages about passing the job sent from the MC which performed the previous operation.
The number of operations in next queue (NINQ) rule
In this rule, highest priority is given to the MC which has the least number of waiting jobs in its buffer. Under this rule, an MC needs to know the number of waiting jobs in the buffer of other MCs. This is achieved by performing message exchanges about the number of waiting jobs when an MC completes its current operation and needs to perform machine selection for the next operation of the job.
Enhanced method of FJS for HDMSs
Based on the basic concept described in the previous subsection, the distributed FJS method was improved as shown in Figures 3 and 4 and Tables 1 and 2 Notification of the number of waiting jobs in the buffer as a reply to the message 11 Number of waiting jobs in the buffer N2 Number of jobs in the buffer which needs to be undergone more operations N3
Number of jobs in the buffer which has undergone all required operations SM11
Number of sent messages of type 11 SM17
Number of sent messages of type 17 times for all operations. Each MC then informs all the other MCs of its required processing times for all operations by broadcasting a message of type 51. When it receives a message of this type from another MC, it stores the information of the sender included in the message, which enables job selection based on the LWKR or MWKR rule.
When an MC received this type of messages from all the other MCs, it notifies AS/RS that it has acquired information about the other MCs by sending a message of type 52. When AS/RS received this type of messages from all MCs, this information exchange finishes. AS/RS then broadcasts a job request (message type 1) after selecting a job and each MC sends the information about the number of waiting jobs in its buffer (message type 60) so that AS/RS can perform machine selection based on the NINQ rule. AS/RS updates its local variable R for storing the ID number of the sender MC with the highest priority (i.e., the least number of waiting jobs in its buffer). When AS/RS received messages of type 60 from all MCs, it passes the selected job to the MC by sending a message of type 61 including information about due date of the job, which enables job selection based on the EDD rule, if the buffer of the MC is not full. The MC receives the passed job and increments its local variable N1 which is the number of waiting jobs in its buffer by 1. AS/RS then decrements the value of its local variable U which is the number of waiting jobs in it by 1. If U is larger than 0, AS/RS repeats selecting a job and broadcasting a job request. If U is equal to 0 or the buffer of the selected MC is full, it updates its local clock with LV, which stands for sufficiently-large value, and then releases the right for simulation by broadcasting a message of type 10.
Facilities which received a message of type 10 request event sorting each other by broadcasting a message of type 20. The recipient facility takes the actions for event sorting as illustrated in Figure 2 . When it received this type of messages from all the other facilities and its priority is highest, it then performs its own processes as follows: AS/RS checks whether it has a waiting job. 
NUMERICAL EXAMPLE
The processing flows were coded in the C language and the proposed method was implemented on a generic workstation in semblance using the interprocess communication technology due to equipment constraints. It was applied to an example of production of 3 kinds of products (A, B and C) using 3 MCs and 1 AS/RS. A and B require 3 operations and C requires 2 operations. Table 3 shows required processing times for those operations by the MCs. The numbers of production are 4 for A, 3 for B and 2 for C. Due times were given as shown in Table 4 .
The following two cases were assumed: One was where the LWKR and NINQ rules were utilized, and the other was where the EDD and NINQ rules were adopted. As results of application of the proposed method to these cases, the schedules shown in Figures 5 , which are the same that are generated by a centralized method, were obtained. These results show feasibility of the proposed method. 
CONCLUSION
This paper has described enhancement of the distributed FJS method for HDMSs by application of various dispatching rules to it. Four rules for job selection (LPT, LWKR, MWKR and EDD) and one rule for machine selection (NINQ) were taken into consideration, and processing flows of AS/RS and MCs for those rules have been provided. The developed method was applied to a numerical example and its feasibility was shown. By merging the proposed method with the previous method, it becomes possible that the planner can try several rules and obtain more suitable schedule. In addition, integration with the DDES method for HDMSs enables dynamic and flexible planning with high accuracy. Furthermore, evaluation of the method from the point of view of communication load should be performed. These issues will be discussed in future works.
